
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of development
coordinator. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for development coordinator

Ensures yields are confirmed to support costing process and RMRP
Ability to interact with others and resolve conflict within various levels of the
organization
Must be able to perform efficiently in a high pressure, fast paced
environment
Manage profiles and record gifts in fundraising database
Utilizes University Advancement reporting and tracking tools to track annual
and overall progress toward fundraising goals fundraising performance
metrics, including monthly contacts with donors and submitted proposals
Runs, analyzes and monitors pre-programmed reports available on the
Cognos reporting menu and requests customized queries as needed
Coordinates with Davis staff and central advancement to ensure biographical
and other updates are communicated on a timely and regular basis
Coordinates and assists with planning donor and volunteer meetings and
gatherings, including receptions, dinners, fundraising events
Create and update seasonal tracking charts to ensure timely review of
submits and communication of comments through final approval of print,
pattern and graphic strike offs
Coordinate work flow of weekly updates to ensure composites are used as a
timely communication tool with vendors, production, technical and
merchandising

Example of Development Coordinator Job
Description
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A minimum of two years experience in general entertainment, non-fiction
genres and/or documentary television are needed
Bachelor in Administration, Economy, Marketing and / or Engineering
Traveling requires 75% of the time due to large geographic area, including
monthly routines at our headquarters located in México City
Minimum of two years of experience supporting advancement operations in a
campaign environment
Knowledge of basic database queries
Document design, formatting and layout skills web publishing and e-
newsletter distribution experience will be appreciated


